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A STUDY 03’ UNSYMMETRICAL-LOADING CONDITIONS —-
By Henry A. Pearson
SUMMARY
The force variation along the wing s~an under com-
bined normal and angular accelerations is considerefi= ““ --— .. ..
Nondimensional curves of section load, shear, and moment
are gfven for : —.—_ ——.-—.,_
——.._.
(1) The air load that produces a normal accelera-
-=~+-+
.-
tion. ,
(2) The accompanying wing weight and nornal inertia
loads . -—- ._-. —.
(3) Aileron and. gustair loads that produce angular
acceleration. ,
.
—..—,.. -__ .. .
—,
..-
(4) The angular inertia load of the wing.
,.c— .-_
-
The required aerodynamic load distributions have been ____
obtained by use of wing theory and the wing inertia dis-
tributions are based on an analysis of wing-weight data---
—
.
Several examples are included to illustrate the ef-
fect of wing taper and aileron span on tht itotal shears —.
and moments at any section along the span.
—
INTRODUCTION .- .---. —
Although the design of most strength. member% of an
airplane structure is determined hy symmetrical-loading
conditions in which the accelerating forces and couPle$_
lie in the plane of symmetry, the design of some few rnkm- “--”‘--”-
bers is determined by unsymmetrical-loading conditions in
which the accelerating forces and couples lie outside-’the
plane of symmetry and, in.addition to lateral accelera--” ‘ ““-
tions , angular accelerations may occur about either the
fore-and-aft or the vertical axis.
.
..— ..._
. . ..
. .._
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One of the more important of the unsymmotrical-
loading conditions is considered to occur when an air-
plane is subjected to a combined vertical acceleration
and an angular acceleration abomt the X (fore-and-aft)
axis. This condition may prove to be the critical one
for (1) the members of the wing-cahane structure, (2)
engine nacelles, (3) the members near the wing-fuselago “
attachment points, and (4) the members located near and
supporting large weight items attached to the wing.
a
Existing rules relating to the design of the wings
in the unsymmetrical-loading condition are concerned only
with specifying the amount of the unbalanced air-load
moment acting on the wings, no particular attention being
paid to whether the airplane can reach the angular accel-
eration implied. In addition, the angular inertia of the
wings is usually neglected except for the inertia effects
of the engines and other concentrated items housed within
the wing, which may be taken into account. In both fn-
stanc-es~ the requirements appear to be conservative. A %
more rational method of design would be .to specify the . —
maximum angular acceleration that a giveu airplane may b’
attain in flight either through use of the controls or
from encountering gusts and to allow for the wing inertia.
The aim of the present paper is to consider briefly
the unsymmetrical-loading conditions, treating the air-
plane as a rigid body symmetrical about a vertical plane
and t-aking into account as far as possible the effact af
wing taper and aileron span on the shear and the nonent
at each section along the span. There being many varia-
bles, the discussion has been limited to the presenta-
tion in nondimensional form of the important air and in-
ertia load distributions and ta a brief discussion of
various trends that may occur with changes in wing weight
and weight distribution. The necessary air-load distri-
butions have been obtained from thaorotical computations,
and tho wing weight and the inertia distributions have
been obtained from an analysis of wing-weight-dis t~ibution
data. The only air-load distributions considered in this
paper are th”ose for initially ‘untwisted wings and those
due to deflecting ailerons equally and oppositely.
b
SIGII CONVENTIONS AND ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS
.. l
The origin of coordinates will be, unless otherwise
stated, located at the center of gravity of the airplane.
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The ~ositive directions of the X, Y, and Z axes will be,
respectively, backward, to the left, and upward; forces
acting on the airplane in these directions will be con-
sidered positive. These conventions are illustrated in
figure 1. Positive moments tend to rotate the posi,tive
X axis intc the positive Y axis, etc., in cyclic order.
When the resultant of all the Distributed forces (of
any particular load distribution) outboard of a given
spanwi.se station is positive, the shear at that section
is positive. Thus , in the beam direction, pd-sitive bend-
ing mome”nts cause compression in the upper fibers of the
wing when it “is considered as a learn.
..
In figure 2(a) is shown a wing-fuselage combination
that is subjected simultaneously td a normal acceleration
a in the Z direction and an angular acceleration CL
about the X axis. Any element of mass dm located at the
distance r from the origin will have two components of
linear acceleration, one equal to a= the accelera-C.g.s
. tion of the origin, and the ot”her equal to ra. T-he-part “-”
ra has the two components
.
(1)
aYa = ‘Za (2)-
., .
perpendicular and parallel to the wing span, respectively.
Thus , the total linear acceleration of-any element nor-iihl .
to the wing span varies directly with the horizontal dis-
tance of the mass element from the origin; and the linear
ticceleretion pe.rallel to the span is , unless dihedral is
present, independent of the spanwise position. Similar
relations exist when the airplane is su%Jected to simul-
taneous linear acceleration in the X direT&l~nid an
angular acceleration about the Z axis.
—
In addition to the foregoing accelerations, each
element is subjected to a centripetal acceleration direct-
—.
ed toward the origin or the center of gravity and equal
to war; where w is the angular velocity. Inasmuch as
the angular velocities encountered in roll and yaw are .
Sna.11, being less th~n .2 radians per second, and also ho- :;
cause this maxinum angula”r velocity is unlikely to occur
at the instant that the largest conbined values of normal
and qngular acceleration exist, tho effect of centripetnl
acceleration is neglected.
-—,
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In a one-wheel landing (fig. 2(b)), the airplane
actually rotates about the point of contact with the
ground. The rotation nay, nevertheless, be assumed to
take place about the c-enter of gravity of the airplnne in
acc’ondance with the principle that: The motion of a
rigid %ody in a -plane may be considered at any Instant
as a combination of rotation about any axis 0, in tho
plane of-motion of the body, and a translation of the body
that gives to each particle the same velocity and accel-
eration which the axis O would kave at that insta~t.
“Thus, it is possible to treat the case of tho airplane
landing on one wheel in the same manuer as an airplano
subjected to a normal acceleration in the Z direction and
an angular acceleration about the X axis. (See fig. 2(b), )
The normal component of the linear acceleration of
the center of gravity in landing is then
a=c.~*= azwheol - yta (31
and the horizontal componont “is
ay . ay ‘+ ha (4)C.g. wheel
Again, neglecting centri.petal components, each particle
dm of the wing Is subjected to the acceleration component
az = azwheel +(Y- Yt)a
ay
= aYwheel - (z - h)a
(5)
(6)
r,
perpendicular and parallel ..tothe wing span, respecti~elye
Instead of dealing with each .part-icle dm, it is
possible to take an entire wing section extending inward
from the wing tip to a general section J and to consider
the forces acting on ~t. Equations (1) to (6) still ap-
ply; but a distanco y, from origin to cenimrrof gravity
of the outboard portion, is then used instead OS y.
NORMAL ACCELERATION COMZ131ED WITH 5
ANGULAR ACCELXRATIQN Ili30LL
c
affects of ailerons.- If it is” required to determine
the effect- of a combinod normal and angular acceleration
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only on the total design loads of the wing fittings and
adjacent fuselage members, the following must be known”:
First, the maximum aerodynamic forcos and moments that
may act .on the, airplane; and,’ second, the separato weights
and moments ~f inertia of the complete airplane and of
the fuselage. The forces and. the moments that must reach
the. fuselage fittings to give these accelerations are then
readily determined. If the load and the noment variation
along the span for various lgad.ing conditions is required,
however, the ~rocedure becones a little ~ore involved.
Let J (fig. 2(a)) be a general. eection at which
it is desired to obtain the total shear and moment during
combined angular and nornal accelerations. In flight, -
the portion of the wing outboard of the section J has
vari,ous conponent load distributions that act on. it in
the bean direction. These distributions for the case M
aileron
1.
2.
3.
4.
operation, are:
,.
An” air-load distribution symmetrical about the
plane of synnetry, which produces the nornal
acceleration or load factor. This distribu-
tion is termed the IIAI[distribution. Although
this distributio~ nay, in general, be conposed
cf several coriponents, this paper considers
only the component associated with an untwist-
ed wing.
An air-load distribution duo to operating the
ailerons, which gives to the~irplane an angu-
lar’ acceleration when the ailerons b%e ~lri~
deflected.
A wing-weight plus ~ing-inertia distribution,
which is symmetrical about Fli6”~an-6”of syr.-
metry and which results fron the normal fLc-
celeration.
An angular-inertia distribution, which results
fr~n the angular acceleration.
In addition to the distributed loads, thero may be
concentrated loads acting at various positions along the
span. The effect of the loads on the total shear’ ‘Q
and the total noment M at a sectiori may be separately
considered, however, as nay the effect of any one of the
conponent load distributions.
. .
.—
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The first of the mentioned load distribution is
given in figure 3(a) for wings of’various taper ratio.
The type A load distributions havo been obtained from
the theoretical results-that are:preserited in table I of
reference le For st~uctural estimates, they may be con-
sidered to apply to untwisted”wings having rounded ti~-s
and aspect ratios from 8 to 12, approximately, The load
b
per fOOt run Iaz at any station Y/~s due to an air
load that produoes a load factor n in the Z direction,
is obtained by multiplying the ordinates of fi~ure 3(a)
by nW/b, where b is the airylane span and W is the
airplano design weight .
The air-load distribution due to deflecting, equally
and oppositely, ailerons that cover various amounts of
the span (ha/b = 1,0, 0,’75, 0.5, and 0.25, where ba
is the aileron span] Is shown in figure 4(a). These dis-
tributions are for a tapeied wing (A = 2:1) with
rounded tips having an aspect ratio A of 10, although
they may be used with good accuracy for aspect ratios of
8 to 120 They havo been derived from theoretical aileron
Ioad-distribution curves given in figure 2 of reference 2.
The load per foot run laa at any station
b
Y/~s due to deflecting the ailerons an amount sufficient
to prodqce an angular acceleration a, is obtained by
multiplying the ordinates of figure 4(a) by ~Xa/h2 ,
where Ix is the airplane moment of inartia
—
about the
X axis ”(lb seca ft),
The results given by equations (3) and”(4) of rofor-
ence 3 can be extended to express the normal wing weight
and the inertia distribution by the nondimensional Form
given in figure 5(a). Theso distributions principally
apply to the wing structural weight and include that part
of the wing weight distribution due to ribs, spars, wing
covering, wiring, oontrol tubes, ailerons~.fln~s, and
other distributed loads but do not include large concen-
trated loads that may be attached to the wing. From fig-
ure 5fa) the effective dead-weight load of the wing per
foot run
~wz at any s$ation corresponding to a normal
load factor n is obtained by multiplying the ordinat~
of the appropriate ’curve oh fig”ure 5(a) by fnW/3, where
f is the ratio of wing structural weight to the total
weight, Usually the factor f varies between 0.1 and
A
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and 0.2, depending upon the type of construction and the
design load factor.
The fourth distriln.ztion, that is, the angular iner-
tia distribution, which is given in figure 6(a), has been
derived from the results given in figure 5(a). The angu-
lar inertia load per foot run Iw at any station dne to
an angular acceleration a is ob%ained by multiplying
the ordinates of figure 6(a) by the facto; fii—a , who re
g
g is the acceleration of gravity.
The nondimensional shear distributions corresponding
to the air-load and the wing-inertia.’ distributions have
“been obtained by an integration of the l-oad c“urve”san~ are
given in figures to 6(3). The ordinates of the shear
curves are sometimes quite small near the tips; they are
tabulated in tables I to IV. —
The shear at any station due to any one of the com-
ponent distributions, that is, Qazt Qaat Qwzt and QWaJ
may be found by multiplying the appropriate ordinates of
the curves of figures to 6(b) (or the values given in
the tables) by the various factors that appear in the de-
nominators.
The corresponding monent distributions are shown in
figures 3(c) to 6(c) and have been obtained by an inte-
gration of the nondimensional shear curves. T%e ordinates
for the moment curves are also given in tables V to VIII.
When concentrated loads are assumed to act, the re-
sultant shear and moment distributions in the beam- direc- —.-
tion are modified 3Y the addition of shear and moment
IIblockslland nonent !Itriangles.11 The- shear block will
extend from the position Ycl ; of the concentrated load
into the wing center or root with a nagnitude equal to
-Wc(n + ~ ye), where Wc is the weight of the concentrat-
ed load in pounds. The moment triangle is zero .at Yc[ ;
and has a maxinun value at the wing center equal to
*Wcyc(n + ~ yc) .
.,
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In add~ticn to the additive monent ‘trianglo there 16
a aoment block, which extends inward fron the load to the
wing center, of magnitude -Ioa, where 10 is the nonont
“of inertia of the weight item about an axis through its
own center of gravity and parallel *O the X axis of- th”o
airplan”b. - For concentrated “itens that are sone distanoo
out on the wing, this monent is small with respect to
the moment caused by tho linear part of the acceleration
and may often be neglected.
Of the quantities involved In the computation .f.or
the shear and the monent at any section, the values of
Ix and a are the nest difficult to deterniao In a giveu
case.’ The value of the angular acceleration that a given
airplane” nay attain by an instantaneous deflection of tho
ailerons dopands ,upon a number of variables,” such as the
wing plan” form, the aileron’ s“pan, the aileron chord, tho
aileron deflection, and the type of aileron flap usod.-
The last three variables nay Ye conveniently represented
by Ac~ , the inorease in tho section lift coofficicnt
with a given flap deflection.
Now
L = Ixa = C1qSb
. . .
applied aileron rolling nonent.
aileron roiling-nonent coefficient.
dynamic prossure.
win~area.
oan also be given by
&
,f
2Cl=& c% cy dy
Sb -b
o
wing section chor~.
(7)
(8)
Clb section lift coefficient due to aileron distri-
bution.
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R Now let Clb = LbAct & (as in refer ence.1) and also let
Y =k~ so that dy = $ dk. Then
Jqb3Ac~ 1a= Lbk dk21XA o (9)
where A is wing aspect ratio b2/S. Values of
f
1
Lbk dk have been derived from the theoretical
,..
0
aileron distributions given in reference 2 for tapered
wings hav’ing ailerons of constant flap-chord rati,o covering
variousportions of the span; the “va~~~tlo–i %s given in “--
figure i’.
The theoretical values do not approach the experi-
mental ones owing to the facts that (a) the ailerons can-
not be instantaneously deflected, (%) there is a lag in
> lift with deflection, and (c) the wing is flexible.
l?light experiments of a Navy fighter monoplane (the
XF13-C) indicate that, even with the most rapid rate of
aileron deflection possible, only one-half the angular
acceleration predicted by equation (9) is obtained.
* With much larger airplanes, it seems that a further
slight reduction might be in order because of greater
inertia of the controls and higher forces required. The
necessary values of th~ section characteristic &c\” for
for a given typeof aileron flap may be obtained from
wind-tunnel tests. .Suqh data are given in a number of
N.A.C.A. reyorts, of which reference 4 is an example.
The moment of inertia IX of” the” airplane about
the X axis nay roughly be considered to be made up ~f-
four parts: .
1. The moment of the wing structure,’
2. The moment of the power-plant installation.
.
3. The noment of the fuselage arid its contents.
10
Thus
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4. The moment of other large concentrated items
such as landing gear, gas tanks, and bombs
housed in the wing.
Ix = Iwing~ + Ieng +-Ifu~ + ~~ yca
Several average values have been derived to evaluate the
various items of equation (10). An analyxis of existing
two-engine and four-engine airplan~s indicat=d that the
average engine positions are about 0.24 ~ and 0.32 :
for the inner and the outer engines, respectively. Fur -
ther, on the assumption that the mass of the engine, the
propeller, and the accessories is feng X ~ , where feng
g
is the ratio of the weight of the engine-propeller-accos-
series combination to the total airplane weight-, then
Ieng ~ O (one-ongine airplanes)
Ieng ~ 0.0144 feng ~b2 (two- and three-engine airplanes)
g
leng lb2 (four-X 0,020 feng g and fdvo-engine airpl~nos)
The value of the quantity feng usually lies between
0.125’ and 0.200.
Reasonable, values of the moment” of inertia of the
fuselage
~fus may “be determined by assuming that the
mass of the fuselage is disposed as a c“ylinder of uniforn
density with a maximum diameter equal to its largest diam-
eter. If the mass-of the fuselage and it= contents Ie
denoted by ffusg and if it is further assumed that the
(lo)
maximum diameter of the fuselage is, on the average, one-
twelfth of the wing span, then
.
~fus s0,00087 ffus~ba
The value of the quantity ffus usually varies betwoon
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0.55 and 0.75, depending upon the placing of such parts
of the useful load as gas, oil, and arnament.
The weight of the wing structure being assumed equal
t’o fw, the aoment of inertia of the wings about the X
axis may-be written
values of ,3’, derived from an extension of the results
g$ven in reference 3, are as follows:
.-
!Taper ratio F
1:1 0.0800
4:3 .0685
2:1 .0573
4:1 .0468
0s ,, ,0362
Oollecti,ng terns, the notient of inertia of the airplane
about the X axis may’be expressed by
1X ‘~b2 ~f +{~:~~~4}feng + 0.00087 ff~s)+z~>fl (11) :
WC 2
where the Z — Yc term accounts for the moment af
~
inertia of any concentrated loads such as gasoline, oil,
and bombs that may be housed’ in the wing. In the use of
of equation (“11), the quantity f + feng + ffus Ki#
should equal 1“.0 after values have been assigned to the
various factors. Assigning average values to these fac-
tors reveals that the inertia of. the wings is roughly ~
to 3 times that contributed by outboard engines and is
12 to 20 times that of t,he conventional fuselage.
Although the design values of the normal load fac-
tor n have been pretty well established for th6 +arious
airplane classes, little is known concerning the actual
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magnitudes of the angular accelerations that are attained
and still less is known of the simultaneous value~ of
angular and normal acceleration that may occur. In any
case, the maximum angular acceleration for a particular
airplane is entirely dependent upon.how fast and how far
the control system allows the pilot to deflect th~ ailer-
ons. There being litile chance that tho naxinum angular
and normal accelerations will occur si~ultaneously even
on highly maneuverable airplanes, a maximum value of the
load factor n would not be used with a maxinun value of
the angular acceleration. In later exanples, conservative
but reasonable values of n and a will be assuned,
If the quantities n, a, Ix, ba/b$ b$ A , f,
and W are known, the total shear at any section Y/!$s
due to a load factor n and an angular acceleration a
(caused by the aileron), can be found from the equation
where the various terms in the parentheses can be obtained .
from figures 3(b) &o 6(b) or from table I to IV.
Similarly, the bending moment in the beam direction
at any spanwise station is given by
The values of the various terms in pa”renthesos may be
either read from figures 3(c) to 6(c) or taken from tabl~a
V to VIII.
Effect of gus%s.- Although gusts of.all configura-
tions and si”zes may he encounten’ed in flight, It is usual
for design purposes to consider gusts having a linour
gradient and roaching a maximum value u~~~ in a hori-
zontal distance H, When this typo of gust simultaneous-
ly envelops both wings, it-producos a normal load fector
n the value of which is given by “an equation of tho form
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where
b
.
umax an assigned maximum gust velocity.
m slope of airplane lift curve, radian neasure.
P nass density of air. ,
K a gust reduction factor to take care of gust
gradient, lag,in lift, and wing loading.
#
If instead of striking both wings the gust should-
strike orLly one wing, an.angular as well as a norml ac-
celeration ,would result. This type of Eust nay be con-
sldered “equivalent to a uniform one of na&nitude u~~ /2
plus a uniform unsymmetrical gust of na~nitu~e 7+uD~* 2.
(Sac fig. 8.) The nornal load factor accompanying this
type of gust would be-one-half that given by equation
(14) and the angular acceleration woul~ b6 equal to that
produced by deflecting full-span ailerpns equally and
oppositely an amount sufficient to pro~uce an angle~6f-
attack” change on each wing equivalent to +Unax/2V. The
value to be used, instead o.f Act in equation (9), “is-”
5.6 +/v, where the quaritity 5.’6 r6prosents an average
value of the section lift-curve slope.
nor the for.qgoing gust conditions, the load, ,the “
s~ear, and the nonent distributions ar~ ~iv~fi in-figures
3 to 6 and.tables I to VIII. Thus, in order; t.o obtain
the shears and the nonents, equations (12) and” (13) are
applicable without modification.
Another elementary shape of gust is the trapezoidal
one, This typo may be considered to be composed of t%e
.—-
two, components shown in figure 8. Il%e first part pro-
duces the normal load factor n whose value is gi%en by
equation (14) and the second part produces an angular
acceleration of magnitude —
i-
~b3 ‘1-J~x - ‘a~
a =— y?
2 IXA T
(15)
* Values of the factor F1 have been derived fron results
given in reference 2 and are as follows (A = 8 to 12,
approxi.nate”ly) :
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.Taper ratio ml
1:1 1.100
4:3 *825
2:2 .583
4:1 .380
The load per foot run la , the ’shear Qag, and th~
t%
monent Mag at a point due to the trapezoidal gust are
givenin figure ’9 as ratios with quantities which are
assuned to be know~ or which can be found. o
The total shear and moment at a point may be found
by substituting Qag and Mag for Qaa and Maa in
Qag
equations (12) and (13). Values ~f and % ire
IXa/ b IXa
also tabulated in tables IX and X, respectively.
One-wheel landing..- In the case where the airplano
lands on one wheel as shown in figure 10~ It is assumed
that, at.the instant of landing, the angular velocity Is
zero and the wing has an air load faW acting on it.
KChi.sair load is assumed to le symmetrical about tho plane
of symmetry. The factor f~ represents the part of the
airplane weight taken up by the air load on the wings at
the instant of landing and is usually in the neighborhood
of 0.75. In addition to the air load, there aro assumed
to be forces Y = n
~Y
W and Z = nlzW applied-at the.
wheel. Under these forces a cornbincd angular and normal
acceleration results. The distributed loads, shears, and
moments shown in figures 3, 5, and 6 hold with only slight
modification to the ordinates.
The quantity nW is replaced by faW in figure 3;
in figure 5 the value of n (normal wing weight plus in-
ertia) to be used is obtained from the equation
n= nl ~ -:3% (16)
The value of ~ to %e used with figure 6 and in equation
(U) is obtained from the following oquatiop:
.
d
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a nlz Yt - nlyh
—=
g kX2 + h2 + yt2
where
‘x
is the radius “of gyration
the X axis.
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of the airplane about
The effect of any concentrated loads along tho span
on”the shear and tho moment distributions may be taken
into account as before, if the values of n and a/g
given by equations (16) and (17) are used.
If the airplane lands on two wheels in such a manner
that the left wheel has the force nzl W- acting on it and
the right wheel has the force nz W acting on it, a cum=
r
bined normal and angular acceleration will also result.
* Equations (16) and (17) then become
nc.g. = ’21 + ‘Zr “ : Yt (16’)
..
Neglecting the side forces or assuming, in this case, that
they are zero, .
,,
a (nzl - nzr) Yt .-
—=
g kx2 + ha + yt2
APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO A NUMBER Or
HYPOTHETICAL AIRPLANES
The previous charts, togethpr with the equations
givent enable a fairly general estimate to b-e made of the
total beamwise shears and monents at any st.iition due to
both distributed and concentrated loads. In order to show
the effect of the various component loaci distributions on
the shears and the moments, a number of examples have %een
worked out for 80M8 typical airylanes. The first examples
are for a series of hypothetical cantilever low-wing mono-
planes (Al to A5) whose only differences aio in aileron
span, moments of inertia, and wing taper. The airplane
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weights are the same but the noments of inertia, owing to
the differences in wing taper, are slightly different.
The fuselages, however, have the same moment of inertia
in each case. The characteristics for these airplanes aro
given in table XI, together with the values of the load.
factor and the angular acceleration used. The angular
accelerations given have been computed from.equation (9)
using a value of Acl of 0.4, corresponding roughly to
the section increment in lift coefficient that would bo
obtained with O.?-chord ,ailerons deflected about 8°. Ow-
ing to the different ,ailoron spans, moments of inertia,
and wing taper; the angular accel@rs,tions a of airplanes
A1 to A5 due to a given aileron deflection ma computed
to be as follows:
..
Al A2 A3 A4 A5
a 4.00 3.69 3.28 1.75 5.54
.. .
The component load, shear, and moment distributions,
as well as the net distributions, are given in figures 11,
12, and 13 for the-se airplanes. The dist.ributlons on the
left-hand side of these figures are proportional to the
load factor n and those on the right-hand side are pro-
portional to the angular acceleration a. Thus , an idea
of the effect of combinations of n and a other than
those used in table XI may be obtained. The net distribu-
tions shown are for the particular combinations of n nnd
u that are given in the table.
...
.
.’
It can be seen from fiSure 11 (right) that the air
load due to the ailerons and the angular inertia loading
are, in addition to being of oyposite sense, roughly of
the same order of nagnitude.so that in this caso only a
very snail part of the initial unsymmetrical forces is
carried into the fuselage. Further, it may bo seen th~t
nowhere along the span does tho sun of the aileron and the
an~ular inertia load appreciably exceed 40 pounds per foot
run, which is less than 5 percent of the correspondln~ net
symmetrical load; consequently, the effectivo change in
span loading caused by the addition of the unsymmetrical ,
loads (fig. 11, right) to the net synmotrical loads would
produce only slight irregularities in the final effective .
10QcI distribution. In any case, these slight irregularities
in the final loading would be smoothed out in the corre-
sponding shear and moment curves.
a
Thus, the magnitude of
the additivo unsynnetrical shear. and moment is of little
importance in this conventional type of airplane for tho
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range of wing tapers and aileron spans that nay he used.
A comparison of the quantities in figures 4 and ~ shows -
that this statement also applies to the total shear and
nonents in the bean direction arising from the elementary
gust shapes that were considered. Since the monents of
inertia of the fuselages are the same in these exainples,
the extra angular accelerating moments applied. at the
fuselage fittings are proportional to the &n”gulaz*accel-
erations previously listed. “These ext’F5 monents may,
howevar, be split up differently for the various airplanes
into shear forces and bending nonggts,_as is indica~ed in
figures 12 and 13. These differences are, however, of
little importance because the original differences ca~seg
by the unsymmetrical loads are themselves snall~
The effect of varying the wing structural weight
factor f within nornal limits (0.05 to 0.25) on the
shear end the moment al’ong the span is relatively unimpor-
tant for this type of airplane because most of the iner-
tia is in the wings and an increase in f .produces, for
a given aileron deflection, a nearly proportional decrease
in the angular acceleration. In the limiting case of a
‘cantilever airplane where the weight is distributed along
the wing so that the symmetrical air load and the wing
weight would cancel at each section (that is, f = 1.0),
the exnct unsynnetrical loading becomes inportant. For
this limiting case it would be possible, theoretically,
to vary the chord of the ailerons along the span so that
the aileron air-load distribution would be the same as
the angular inertia distribution. This distribution
.
would tend. to make the gust and the lan~ing conditions
the critical ones.
The foregoing analysis for the cantilever wing with-
out concentrated loads indicates that no really large /“
unsymmetrical loads are likely to exist on conventional
wings due either to operating the ailerons or to encoun-
tering the elementary gust. shapes considered. !Thus it
seems that a “reasonable procedure, as far as the bcanwise
load at” any station is concerned, might be to neglect the
effects of the unsymmetrical loading on the total” shear
and moment along the span, naking an allowance only four
the additional torsional noments introduced by deflecting
the ailerons. “In the design of the wing-fuselage fit~ings
and the fuselage transverse cross bracing for flight con-
ditions, the only extra additivemoments required are
those necessary to give to. the fuselage. the angular accel-
eration caused by a given aileron deflection or gust. The
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fuselage ”moment of inertia for this case can he conservw-
tive.ly com@uted by assuming the fuselage to lo a honogo-’
neous circular cylinder with a diameter equal to tho nux-
imunfus~lage width.
If the angular acceleration and the vertical dietanco
from the canter of gravity to the plane of th~ wing are
sufficiently large, the additional force trending to slide
the wing through. the fuselnge fihould also to tsdgorainto
account. In a flight condition, this force is equ&l to
-fx Z(-J (seo equation (2)) but, sir.ce t:he airplano nay
g
conceivably be sharply %ankod at the time of maximum angu-
lar acceleration, a more conservntiva value would be
Sliding. force = -f: (1 + za) (18)
The slidin~ force due. to anflular acceleration in a one-
wheel landing.is -equal to -f: (h + z)a whbre ~ nay he
obtained from equation (17).
An illust~ation of how concentrated lords &ffect
shears and moments untier,combined nornal and angular ac-
celeration, diagrams of load, shear, and moment are given
in figure 14 for a hypothetical two-en~ine afrplane (B)
with the landing gear at the engines. The pertinent fleo-
netric characteristics and the various quantities as~umed
are listed in table XI. It can be seen (fig. 14) that,
for airplane B, the sum of the Unsymrletrical conponent-a
(ailerollload and anfiular icertie) i~ a slightly lar~er
percentage of symmetrical cornponmnts than was *he case
for airplane A. Outboard of the onginco (for examplo 0.6
b/2), the net shear and monent are increased (or decrcm.s~d)
as much as ? percent owing to the addition of th.o unsym-
metrical components. This percentage, which is somewhat
larger than that in the previous series of airplanes, i-s
partly due to the choice of the values of” n and a and
paitly to t“he fact that .a relatively lar!%.eramount of the
angular inertia is located near the center. This 10catiOll
requires that a proportionately larger amount’ of the ac--
celerating monant reach thos’e sections.
.
Tho effect of the concentrated loads is to causo the
sheaT- inbo-ard of the load on ‘the downward accelerated
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wing to change in such a manner as to oppose the angular
acceleration applied ly the aileron s.. The necessary uo-
ment to be ap~lied at the fuselage to produce the angular
acceleration in the direction cf th’e aileron deflection
is obtained from the change in bending monent, as is shown
~n the lower right of figura 14. Decreasing the aileron
span and deflecting the ailerons so as to obtain the sa~e
acceleration would change tho shear-nonent relations at
the fuselage, as was indicated in figures 12 and 13 for
airplanes A2, A4, and A5. Keeping the angular accelera-
tion the sane, other things being equal, requires a snaller
aileron deflection with an increase in span. Increasing
the aileron span, however, spreads the aileron load nore
uniformly over each half “of the wing, causin~ the nonent
arn to nove inward so that, for tho same rolling nonen”t’,
larger shear forces will be transmitted to the wing root.
.-
,“-
Although the combination of normal and angular accel- —
erations has a relatively small effect ‘on the shears. and
the moments inboard of a concentrated load, the effect nay
be large on the menbers that carry the concentrated load.
In the case considered, it mounts to an increment of load
factor of 1570/1900 or 0.828.
..
Airplanes A2 and B were chosen to illustrate the ef-
fect of,a one-wheel landing on the loads, the shearsj and
the monents, and the following assumptions. wer’e-made:
(1) The airplane is level and horizontal; (2) there is no
aileron displacement ; (3) the~e is no initial rotation;
and (4) , at the instant of landivg, the wings are support-
ing three-quarters of the airplane wei~ht. The necessary
dimensions and the values of the load factors used are
listed in table XI where it will be noted that the side-
wise Io,ad factor is negative (acts to right).
Using equation (17), the values’ of the angular accel-
eration are computed to le
3x6.5 -(-O.6)(-6..O)
—
A2: u = 32.2 ‘2
(6.09)2+ (-6)2+ (6.5)2
= 4.44 radians/second
. ,,
7
B: a = 32.2 1.75 x 9-(-0.35)(4.0) = ~ 97 ~adians,second2
(8.17)2+ (-8)2+ (9)2 “
From equation’,s the load factors at the center of
gravity are
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4.44 x 6.5 = ~ ~04
‘2; n = 3“0 - .32.2
B: - n = 1.75 - 1!9? x g = 1.20
32.2
The component distributions of the loa&, the shear,
and t-he moment corresponding to the .fore&oing ~aluas of
~
and a are illustrated. in figure 15. It Kill %0 noted
that , with the combinations of the quantities chosen for
airplane A2, the shear and the moment inboard of the land-
ing gear are practically unaff~ct-ed by tho distributed
loads and are almost entirely due to the normal and the
side forces at the wheel. In fact, if the torsion due to
inertia and air load were neglected, the design of the
wing members inboard of the gear, for the one-wheel land-
ing, could be proceeded with by assuming that all the
angular and the linear iuertia arose from the fuselago and
that all distributed loads could ba omitted.
The p~:eceding statament holds, however, only in the
case considered. It-may be seen for airplane B that,
with different values of n, a, and f, the affects of
tha tlistributmd loads do not always cancel. The contri-
bution of the distributed loads, howev~r, to the shear
and the moment inboard of.t-he wheel is unlikely to exceed
appreciably +10 percent of that arising from the wheel
load even when the extremes, that is, fairly high air
loads and light wings or zaro air load and heavy wings,
are employed.
Although tha examplas given have dealt antirely with
the cantilever monoplane, tha nondimensional curves given
for the distributed loads could be diractly used for the
casa of the braced monoplane. This statement also applies
t-o all of- the equations, except for aquatj.ons (12) and
(13) for the shear and the moment whare it would bo neces-
sary to introduce appropriate terms for the strut reactions .
The normal values of the strut load ‘can be easily found
whather the wing is continuou9 across the span or is
hinged at the fusalaga. Tha curves and the equations
could also be used for biplanes provided t~at additional
allowances are made for the relative efficiency of the
wings, difference in weight between the wings, and possi-
bly diffarent- aileron spans on each wing.
.1
.
.
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YAWING ACCELERATIONS ,,
Although the combination of normal acceleration and
angular acceleration in roll is of primary interest in
this paper, the factors and the curves given may also he
used to estimate the loads in the wing when there is an-
gular acceleration about the vertical axis. Angular ac-
celerations, that is, yawing moments, may occur in flight
as a result of either rolling or yawing velocities, ailer-
on deflection, sideslipping, or from an abrupt movement
of the rudder, On the ground, yawing moments nay occur
as a result of unequal forces acting on the wheels during
landing or taxying.
As the design rules now stand, practically all of
the cho’rdwise bracing in the wing is likely to ‘be deter-
mined by either the limiting speed steady-flight cond~- —
tion or the high angle-of-attack load-factor condition
and the only parts likely to be designed by a yawing-
acceler”ation condition are the bracing near the wtng-
fuselage attachments or the cabane structure. For this
purpose, it is essential to know what conditions produce
the largest angular accelerations as well as the relative
inertias of the wing and the fuselage with their “coiiiefi~s.
Fron a consideration of the various flight conditions
in which angular accelerations in yaw could occur, those
conditions due to rolling velocity and yawing velocity are
likely to he less severe than those due to an abrupt rud-
der kick or side gust because of the
ties involved. In the abrupt rudder
ing noment is given by the equation
where”
qt
‘t
‘t
‘t
(k6)
l?= qtmt(ka)stxt
dynanic pressure at tail.
low angular v;loci-
kick, the accelerat-
(19)
slope of tail lift curve, radian measure.
vertical tail area.
tail length
effective change in angle of attack of vertical
tail due to a rudder deflection, radians.
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An analysis of the measured nonents of inertia for
about 20 conventional sin~le-engine nirplanes using the
following assumptions
lwings about X X lwings about Z
lfusolage about Y .= lfuselago about Z
reveals that, on the averaGe, the nonents of inertia of
the wings about the Z axis are equal .to the uoncmt of in-
ertia of the fuselage about the same axis. Thus with con-
ventional airplanes, upproxinately one-half thm-nanent
given by equation (19) would reach tho win~-fuselago fit-
tiings and the rest would be absoibed by the inertia of the
fuselage.
During a side motion of tho airplano or a side gust,
the action of the wind on t-he fuselage and the vertical
tail is such as to cause a yawin~ moment
-.
.
.
.
(191)
where v is the side velocity and V is the forward vo-
,locity. Whether this moment is larger than the abrupt
rudder kick depends upon the relative magnitudes of (k6)
and v/v and also upon the wing dihedral, If the wing
has positive dihedral, ‘a side velocity produces a yawing
moment- which is proportional to both the dihedral angle
r and the “wing angle of attack and whivh is In the ss.no
direction as that produced lIy the vertical tail. (See
reference 2, fig. 21.) For conventional arrangement-s, the
effect of the wing dihedral is Small relative to that of
the fuselage and the tail. In a sideslip or a gust-it
should be possible, if the ratio of wing moment to wing
inertia equaled the ratio of tail moaent to fuselage in-
ertia, for no twisting force to be transmitted to the
wing-fuselage fittings.
In the landing condition, the magnitude of the hori-
zontal component” of force at the wheel is generally ex- .
pressed as a fraction of the vertical landing-gear load
factor eo that the accompanying yawing moment would be,
assuming this fraction as 1/4, 4
(20)
..
.
.
.
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Approximately one-half this moment would reach the wing-
fuselage fittings.
Of the various possibilities considered in the yaw-
ing condition, the yawing monent caused by an abrupt rud-
der kick, or whatever yawing moment would result when the
design load is a~plied to the vertical taill appears to
produce the most severe twist at the wing-fuselage fittings.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Xield, Vs., March 11, 1940.
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TABLE I
Qaz
Shear Distribution Due to !J!ypeA Air Load —
nW
\
A
Y/ ;
‘-\
o
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
4:1
0.5000
.4260
.3590
l 2930
.2330
.1770
.1280
.0840
.0470
.0170
.0060
0
2:1
0.5000
.4540
*3710
.3100
.2530
.1980
.1470
,1000
.0590
.0230
.0090
0
4:3
0.5000
.4400
.3830
.3230
.2670
.2130
.1600
.1100
.065G
.0250
.0100
0
.
1:1
oo~ooo
.4450
.3890
.3320
.2770
.2220
.1690
.1170
.0700
.0260
.0110
0
ha/b
\
A
Y/$
o
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
TABLE II.
ha “’
Shear Distribution Due to Aileron Air Load —
4:1
2.128
1.990
1.742
1.480
1.200
.942
.688
.470
.262
.083
.027
0
1.00
2:1
2.050
1.921
1.705
1.470
1.223
.975
.725
.495
.282
.101
.049
0
1:1
1.983
1.865
1,675
1.460
1;235
1.000
.760
.523
.313
.117
l 043
0
4:1
1.790
1.7’?2
1.714
1.564
1.300
1,020
.743
.500
.284
.100
.033
o’
0.?5
2:1
1.736
1.725
1.677
1.542
1.303
1.033
.776
.523
.300
.102
.040
0
1:1
1.700
1.692
1.647
1.526
1.305
1.055
.806
.563
.326
.118
.050
D
0.50
-
4:1
1.465
1.468
1.440
1.413
1.358
1.242
.9?E?
.675
.385
.130
.045
0
2:1
1.440
1.433
1.417
1.390
1.340
1.253
1.015
.715
.410
.148
.052
0
0.25
k:l to 1:1
1.238
1.235
1.227
1.213
1.188
1.153
1.104
1.010
.728
.280
.100
0
!4
0
.
I
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TABLI!l111
Shear Distribution Due to Wing Weight
Qwz
And. Normal Inertia —
fniV
o
.1
.2
l3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
0.5000 I 0.5000
.4057
.3229
.2510
.1894
.1375
,0947
.0602
.0335
.0137
.0056
0
.4185
.3432
.2795
.2212
.1697
.1246
.0855
.0520
.0236
.0106
0
0.5000
.4331
.3704
.3117
.2569
.2057
.1581
.1139
l(3729
.0350
.0156
0
()*~Q()
.442
.386
.333
.280
.230
.181
.133
.087
.043
.021
0
26
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TABIIE IV
Qua
Shear Distribution Due, to Angular Inertia —
fw
27
— ba
o
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
4:1 2:1
0.0885 I 0.0982
.0861 I .0962
.0799 .0908
.0710 .0826
.0602 1 .0724
i
.0486 I .0E09
.0367 ~ .C485
I I.0255 .0358
i
.0155 I
I
.0232
.0072 .0112
l95
.0033 .0255
1.0 0 0
4:3
0.1099
,1083
.1036
.0964
.0869
.0754
.0623
.0480
.0327
.0166
.0083
0
1:1
0.1186
.1173
.1133
.1067
.0976
.0861
,0726
.0570
.0396
.0206
.0105
0
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TABLE V
Ma
Moment Distribution Due to Type A Air Load -&
\
A
P‘z
o
.1
,2
.3
.4
5l .
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
0.1002
.0772
,0574.
.0.112
.0280
.0178
.0103
.0051
.0019
.0003
.0001
0
2:1
0.1068
.0835
.0634
.0464
.0324
.0211
.0126
.0065
.0025
.0004
.0001
0
4;3
0.1115
.0880
.0674
.0499
.0351
,0231
.0138
.0071
.0028
l 0005
.0001
0
1:1
0.1145
.0909
.0701
.0520
.0568
.0244
.0148
.00?7
.0030
.0006
.0002
0
28
.
!!ABL~VI.
‘aa
Moment Distribution Due to Aileron Air Load —
ha/b
\
A
Y/ $
0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.’7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
4:1
0.5000
.3958
.3016
.2200
.1524
.1000
.0577
.0266
.0101
.0016
.0005
0
1.00
2:1
1.5000
.4000
.3082
.2280
.1600
.1048
.0630
.0314
.0130
.Q024
.00Q5
)
1:1
).5000
.4029
.3139
.2350
.1672
.1090
.0665
.0345
.0133
.0026
.0005
3
4:1
0.5000
.4100
.3219
.2385
.1660
.1080
.0628
.0325
.0117
.0020
.0005
0
0.75
2:1
.
1.5000
.4126
.3260
.2455
.1?15
.1115
.0659
.0330
.0126
.0022
.0005
)
1:1
‘.5000
.4145
.3296
.2488
.1767
.1175
.0702
.0350
.0136
.0026
.0005
)
Ix a
0.50
4:1
3.5000
.4250
.3515
.2800
.2080
.1413
.0844
,0430
.0155
.0029
.0005
0
1:1
I.5000
.4286
.3548
.2850
.2136
.1473
.0895
.0450
.0171
.9033
.0005
)
-1
:1 to 1:
0.5000
:4375 ]
.3734
.3112 (
.2496
.
.1915
.1320
.0780
.0320
.0C)62
.0010
0
03
u)
..
.
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TABTIE VII
Moment Distribution Due to
Wing Weight and Normal
6
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
0,0876
.065G
.0468
.0325
.0215
.0134
.0076
.0938
.0015
.0003
.0001
0
2:1
0.0965
.0’740
.0553
.G40G
.0277
.0181
.Qlog
.0058
.0024
.0006
.0002
0
rl~ ~
Inertia —
fnifb
4:3
0.1102
.G870
.0669
.0499
.0356
.0241
.C150
.0082
.0036
.0009
.GO02
o
1:1
0.1185
.0948
.’2740
.0561
.0408
.028G
.0178
.0099
.0048
.0511
.0003
0
30
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TABLE VIII
M
Itoment Distribution Duo to Angular Inertia ‘a
\
\
A
4:1 !2:1 4:3 1:1
Y/ :
0 0.0237G 0,02861 0.03440 0.03866
.1 .01932 .02373 .G2892 .03275
.2 bo1515 .01902 .02361 .02698
L
.3 .01138 .0146? .01059 .0214’7
.4 lCO012 .01079 .01400 .01635
.5 l 00540 .00745 .00993 .01174
.6 .00328 .00471 .00647 .00775
.7 .00173 .00261 .00370 .00449
.8 .000?1 .00114 ..00167 .00206
.9 .00016 .00027’ .00043 .00054
.95 .00003 .00006 ‘ .00011 .00014
1.0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE IX
Q
Shear Distribution Due to Trapezoidal Gust ~
“NI IA I 4:1 I 2:1 4:3 1:1Y/ g I
o 1.710 . 1.678 1.655 1.625
.1
I
1.681 1.653 1.633 1,605
.2 1.596 1.579 1.565 1.544
.3 1.461 1.459 1.456 1.443
.4 1.286 1.300 1.308 1.304
.5 1.080 1.108 i 1.125 1.128
.6 .852 .888 .909 .917
.7 .612 .648 .670 .67’8
.8 .371 l399 .416 .421
.9 l 145 .161 .169 .171
.95 .052 .060
~
.064 ..065
1.0 0 0 0 0
32
.
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TABLE X
Pa
Moment Distribution Due to Trapezoidal Gust — ~
o
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.95
1.0
4:1
0,5000
.4160
.3316
.2543
.1856
.1261
.0774
.0406
.0158
.0031
.0006
0
2:1
0.5000
.4170
.3360
.2605
.1919
.1319
.0821
l 0437
.0173
l G034
.0007
0
—..
4:3
o.~ooo
.4183
.3382
.2631
.1945
.1341
.0837
l 0447
.0178
.0035
.0007
0
1:1
0 l 5000
.4196
.3405
.2658
.1972
.1364
.0854
l 0457
.0132
.0037
.0007
0
33
.
.
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TABLE XI
Characteristics of Airplanes Used in Examples
.
Airplane
Weight, W (lb)
Span (ft)
Aileron span, >
Wing span b
Taper ratio, A
Aspect ratio, A
Radius of gyration, kx
(ft)
Dynamic pressure, q
. (lb/sq ft)
Wing weight , ~
. Airplane weight
Engine weight
Airplane weight’ ‘eng
Wing area, S (sq ft)
Load factor, n
Angulqr acceleration, a
(see-2)
Location of first load
(ft)
Weight of first load
(lb)
Distance from e.g. to
ground (ft)
Height to wing from c.g,
. (ft)
Wheel tread, 2 yt (ft)
l
Normal one-wheel load
factor, nLz
One-wheel side load
factor, nly
Al
L2,880
60
0.50
4:1
10
5*55
60
0.16?
0.20
360
5.0
4.0
---
---
6.0
0
13
3.00
-0.60
A2
12,88C
60
0.50
2:1
10
6.09
60
0.167
0.20
360
5.0
3.69
---
---
6.0
0
13
3.00
-0.60
A3
12,880
60
0.50
4:3
10
6.62
60
0.167
0.20
360
5.0
3.28
---
---
6.0
0
13
3*OO
-0.60
A4
12,88C
60
0.25
2:1
10
6.09
60
0.167
0.20
360
5.0
1.?5
---
---
6.0
0
13
3.00
-0, 60
A5
12,880
60
1.00
2:1
10
6.09
60
0.167
0.20
360
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